List of Antarctic & Polar Journals in the Niven Library
(Niven Library journals are arranged strictly alphabetically. Unless otherwise indicated, all journals are either in the Reading Room (A-Br) or in the library stacks (Bu-Z)

Acta Antartica Ecuatoriana
Corporate Author: Instituto Antártico Ecuatoriano
Holdings: 2(1), 1990

ANARE Interim Reports
Corporate Author: Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions
Holdings: No.8, 1955
Location: Compact Storage

ANARE reports
Corporate Author: Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions
Holdings: 132, 1984-
Location: Compact Storage

ANARE research notes
Corporate Author: Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions
Holdings: 1, 1982-
Location: Compact Storage

ANARE scientific reports. Series B. Vol 1, Zoology
Corporate Author: Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions

Antarctic
Corporate Author: New Zealand Antarctic Society
Holdings: 7, 1974 - 14(1), 1996

Antarctic bibliography
Corporate Author: Library of Congress
Location: Indexes

Antarctic journal of the United States
Corporate Author: National Science Foundation (U.S.). Office of Polar Programs
Holdings: 2(3), 1967 - 32, 1997 (incomplete)

Antarctic map folio series
Corporate Author: American Geographical Society of New York
Holdings: No.1, 1964 - 19, 1975 (incomplete)
Location: Reference

Antarctic record
Corporate Author: National Institute of Polar Research, Japan
Holdings: No. 69, 1980 - 90, 1986; vol. 30, 1987 (ie no. 91) +
Location: Compact Storage
Antarctic reports of Finland
Corporate Author: Finnish Antarctic Expedition
Holdings: 1, 1991

Antarctic research
Corporate Author: State Antarctic Committee, Polar Research Institute of China
Holdings: 2, 1991 - 4, 1993
Location: Compact Storage

Antarctic research (Chinese edition)
Corporate Author: State Antarctic Committee, Polar Research Institute of China
Holdings: 2, 1990 - 7(1), 1995
Location: Compact Storage

Antarctic research series
Corporate Author: American Geophysical Union
Holdings: 2, 1964 - 74, 1998 (incomplete)

Antarctic science
Corporate Author: British Antarctic Survey
Holdings: 1, 1989+

Antarktiese Bulletin
Corporate Author: South African Antarctic Association

Antartida
Corporate Author: Argentina, Direccion Nacional del Antartico
Holdings: No.3, 1973 - 18, 1992

Arctic
Corporate Author: Arctic Institute of North America

Atlantic naturalist
Corporate Author: Audubon Naturalist Society
Location: Compact Storage

Atlantic seabirds quarterly journal of the Seabird Group and of the Dutch Seabird Group
Corporate Author: Seabird Group
Holdings: 1, 1999 - 8(3), 2006
Continued by: Sula 21, 2008+

Berichte zur Polarforschung
Alfred-Wegener-Institut für Polarkforschung (Bremerhaven, Germany)
Holdings: No.1, 1982 - 298, 1998

BIOMASS handbook
Corporate Author: SCAR; SCOR; IABO; ACMRR; US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; NOAA
Holdings: 1, [1978?] - 27, 1985
BIOMASS report series
Corporate Author: NOAA; US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Holdings: No.1, 1978 - 69, 1992

BIOMASS scientific series
Corporate Author: US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; NOAA
Holdings: 1, 1977 - 9, 1989

Boletín Antártico Chileno
Corporate Author: Instituto Antartico Chileno (INACH)
Holdings: 1, 1981+

British Antarctic Survey, Bulletin
Corporate Author: British Antarctic Survey
Holdings: 1, 1963 - 81, 1988
Superseded by: Antarctic science 1, 1989+

CCAMLR Science
Corporate Author: Scientific Scientific Committee and the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
Holdings: 1, 1994+

Circumpolar journal
Corporate Author: Rijksuniversiteit te Groningen. Arctisch Centrum
Holdings: No.1, 1986 - 17(2), 2004

Contribucion del Instituto Antartico Argentino
Corporate Author: Argentina. Direccion Nacional del Antartico
Holdings: 107, 1973 - (incomplete)
Location: Compact Storage

The Cormorant
Corporate Author: African Seabird Group
Holdings: No.1, 1976 - 17, 1989
Continued by: Marine ornithology 18, 1990+

Dirección Nacional del Antartico. Instituto Antartico Argentino. Publicación
Corporate Author: Dirección Nacional del Antartico. Instituto Antartico Argentino
Holdings: 15, 1985; 18, 1987; 21, 1991

Expéditions Polaires Francaises. Bulletin d'information
Corporate Author: Expéditions Polaires Francaises
Holdings: No.24, 1990 - 25, 1991
Location: Compact Storage

Korean journal of polar research
Corporate Author: Korea Antarctic Research Program
Holdings: 1, 1990 - 3, 1992
Location: Compact Storage

Marine ornithology
Corporate Author: African Seabird Group
Holdings: 18, 1990 -
Electronic location: http://www.marineornithology.org
Memoirs of the National Institute of Polar Research. Special issues
Corporate Author: Tokyo. National Institute of Polar Research

Memoirs of the National Institute of Polar Research : Symposia on polar
Corporate Author: Tokyo. National Institute of Polar Research
NIPR Arctic Data Reports
Corporate Author: Tokyo. National Institute of Polar Research
Holdings: No.3, 1998

Norsk Polarinstitutt. Meddelelser
Corporate Author: Norsk Polarinstitutt

Norsk Polarinstitutt. Miscellaneous publications
Corporate Author: Norsk Polarinstitutt
Holdings: 1963

Norsk Polarinstitutt. Rapportserie
Corporate Author: Norsk Polarinstitutt

Norsk Polarinstitutt. Skrifter
Corporate Author: Norsk Polarinstitutt
Holdings: No.129, 1964 - 185, 1986 (irregular)

Pacific seabirds
Corporate Author: Pacific Seabird Group

Pacific Seabird Group. Technical publication
Corporate Author: Pacific Seabird Group
Holdings: 1, 1997

Polar and glaciological abstracts
Corporate Author: Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge UK
Holdings: 1, 1990 -

Polar biology
Corporate Author: Germany. Institute for Polar Ecology
Holdings: 1, 1982 - 20, 1998; 24(1), 2001
Electronic through UCT Libraries 18,1997+
Electronic location: http://www.springerlink.com/content/100450/

Polar Bioscience
Corporate Author: Tokyo. National Institute of Polar Research
Holdings: No.12, 1999 -

Polar record
Corporate Author: Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge UK
Holdings: No. 1, 1931 - 194, 1999
Polar research
Corporate Author: Norsk Polarinstitutt
Holdings: 1, 1983 - 8(1), 1990
Electronic location: http://www.polarresearch.net/index.php/polar/index

Polarforschung, zeitschrift der Deutschen Gesellschaft für Polarforschung
Corporate Author: Deutschen Gesellschaft fur Polarforschung

Polarstern abstracts
Corporate Author: Alfred-Wegener-Institut für Polar- und Meeresforschung
Holdings: No.1, 1987 - 11, 1997

Polish polar research
Corporate Author: Polish Academy of Sciences
Holdings: 1, 1980 - 14, 1993
Electronic 31, 2010+
Electronic location: http://www.versita.com/ppr

Problems of the Arctic and the Antarctic, collection of articles
Corporate Author: USSR, The Order of Lenin Arctic and Antarctic Scientific Research Institute

Proceedings of the NIPR Symposium on Polar Biology
Corporate Author: Tokyo. National Institute of Polar Research
Holdings: No.1, 1987 - 20, 2006

Recent polar and glaciological literature
Corporate Author: Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge UK
Holdings: No.1, 1980 - 4, 1989
Continued by Polar and glaciological abstracts

SC-CAMLR. Scientific reports
Corporate Author: Scientific Committee and the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
Holdings: 1st, 1982 - 16th, 1997

SC-CAMLR. Selected scientific papers
Corporate Author: Scientific Committee and the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
Holdings: 1, 1982 - 8, 1991

Seabird
Corporate Author: Seabird Group
Holdings: 7, 1984 - 20, 1998

Seabird Group. Bulletin
Corporate Author: Seabird Group
Holdings: 1, 1965 - 7, 1968

The Sea swallow: annual report of the Royal Naval Bird Watching Society
Corporate Author: Royal Naval Bird Watching Society
Holdings: 2, 1949+
Seevogel
Corporate Author: Verein Jordsand
Holdings: 1(3), 1980+

South African journal of Antarctic research
Corporate Author: South African National Antarctic Expeditions
Holdings: 1, 1971 - 25, 1995

Swedish Antarctic Expedition 1901-1903. Zoological results
Corporate Author: Swedish Polar Research
Holdings: 1(5), 1924 - 5(2), 1959
Location: Compact Storage

Swedish Antarctic Research Programme : a cruise report
Corporate Author: Swedish Polar Research
Location: Compact Storage